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Abstract—The current livestock industry in certain parts of the
world still runs on archaic infrastructure. Using dated systems
built on inefficient database structures are not ideal moving into
the next millennial as the central point of failure. A lack of
data sharing and data transfer also limits the methods by which
cattle farmers can operate. In this paper, we examine the use
of a novel infrastructure that is in line with the current push
of many industries to move into the age of Internet of Things.
We propose an efficient, secure, decentralized, and distributed
system that can modernize the way the cattle industry runs in
dominantly rural settings. Motivated by a use case in Brazil,
we propose the use of cloud storage ad blockchain connectivity
being used to monitor the overall health of livestock through their
natural lives. We also describe a system that can easily transfer
livestock from one organization to another through blockchain
for ease of buying/selling procedures that are quite common for
cattle framers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A blockchain is a network of machines operating in union
with the intent of creating a distributed data bank and verifying
its information [1]. The advantage of using blockchain tech-
nology is in its security, that comes from “public” knowledge
of the information, every transaction that happens in the
blockchain has to be approved by a majority of blocks involved
in it, and can never be completely deleted from the network
[2].

We have seen many applications that have made use of
Blockchain technology globally. As a related example to this
paper, Walmart, a well known international department store,
has implemented blockchain technology to assist in monitoring
all aspects of Food Safety from “farm to table” tracking a
product supply chain [3]. Blockchain could be the solution
to traceability issues in food supply chain management. In
this system, all participants—growers, suppliers, processors,
distributors, retailers, regulators, and consumers—can gain
permission access to secure and reliable information about the
state of the food for their transactions. From a single receipt,
Walmart will be able to uncover farm origin, batch numbers,
factory and processing data, expiration dates, and shipping
details.

As the food supply chain becomes increasingly complex
and global, such information will become the holy grail. We
can see the different aspects of this chain use case in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Walmart Food Supply Chain

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is the wireless trans-
fer of data using radio waves, modern-day farms use RFID
ear tags (30 - 500 kHz) [4] to identify and trace individual
animals. We see an example of one of these RFID tags in Fig.
2. The tags, in conjunction with a database, are able to obtain
specific individuals information, such as pedigree, parentage,
weight, age, and medical history. Maintaining a database with
detailed and accurate information on herds can be crucial to
identifying current and future problems.

Fig. 2: RFID Cattle Tag

Today, in Brazil, most farmers use outdated software to
keep cattle information. A schematic flow chart of how RFID
tags work in Cattle Livestock tracking is given in Fig. 3. An
outdated system like this is an open door for future problems
such as incompatibility with newer hardware, security failure,
and management problems. Moreover, issues of latency and
lack of security whatsoever make this outdated system a
ticking time bomb. With the implementation of this research,



Fig. 3: RFID Cattle Flow Chart

we aim to propose a solution, not only to these problems
but also create a secure manner in which farmers can save
information they may need for cattle farming, the transit and
security of such information.

In this paper, we analyze the viability of using blockchain
technology, together with Radio Frequency Identification
and cloud storage, on cattle farming, making use of these
technologies to keep track of important information and to
swiftly communicate it to the involved parties. With this
project, we hope to find a better way to deal with information
regarding this business and modernize its infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
I, we prepare a brief literature search related directly to this
area of research. Next, in Section II, we present our overall
architecture. Our procedures are defined and given in Section
III. We then discuss some upcoming future work in Section
IV. We conclude the paper with some concluding remarks in
Section V.

Related Work

The study of blockchain use in livestock trade is limited
to non-existent [5], [6], [7]. However, there are a few works
on how RFID itself has revolutionized the cattle industry over
the last 20 years. Voulodimos et al. proposed a management
system based on RFID technology where animals medical and
physical information are stored in a local database where farm-
ers and veterinarians can access through mobile devices [8].
Trevarthen et al. also proposed the use of RFID tags in dairy
farms and how they could help facilitate the manual labor,
which requires a lot of human resources to maintain details
on individual animals [9]. They also state how monitoring
temperature fluctuations of individual cows can help detect
possible illnesses and loss in milk production.

Food traceability is becoming more important every year.
With the advances in accessibility to information, people are
demanding a trust worth system that can monitor the lifespan
of the production. In the paper “Blockchain and IoT based
Food Traceability for Smart Agriculture”, the authors tackle
the idea of a trusted and self-organized system based on
blockchain and Internet of Things(IoT) [10].

With respect to blockchain technology, Hany et al. analyzed
the risks and problems that can come from the application of
IoT [11]. The authors defend the idea that security issues,
along with scalability, may come to occur from a system
dependent on it. But they also offer a solution in the form
of decentralization. Utilizing the decentralized aspects from
blockchain, they concluded that, along with IoT, we got in
our hands a powerful new approach to handle various business
models.

As mentioned earlier, the research to date using blockchain
technology within the farming industry is somewhat limited,
making our initial work here both motivational for further
research and novel in conceptual design. We rely on previous
experience as researchers in the field of blockchain technology
creating many strong works in the applicability of the tech-
nology beyond finance [12], [13], [1], [14]. We present our
initial findings here in the hope of motivating this direction of
research in the coming years.

II. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present our architecture for our
blockchain-based IoT livestock tracking system. We give an
overview diagram in Fig. 4. Our four main components of the
system are as follows:

1) Administrator- The highest access in the database. In
this level it is possible to view all the information stored and



Fig. 4: Blockchain Verification System

TABLE I: Information saved in the cloud

USER DATE ACTION FILE
User
accessing
the data

DD MM
YYYY Add Cow Vaccine

Update Production
Delete Sex

Weight
Origin
Farm
Cow ID
Heritage
Birth Date
Herd
Race
Diet

take any possible action. The admin would also be able to
view the data provenance at any time.

2) Users- General users will be registered to one farm
database and will have varying access and alteration capability
within the database. Ex: One user may have permission to add
new cattle and update certain data values, while another will
only be capable of seeing the information and not be able to
alter it.

3)Cloud Service- Cloud storage will be acquired by service
providers or created in a local network.

4) Blockchain Network- Is used to store data provenance
in blocks and verify them with the blockchain nodes.

III. PROCESS

Our process of tracking cattle is given in detail in this
section. Due to the exponential growth of the data on cattle
farms over time, we have implemented a cloud-based system
where all pertinent information is kept and accessible by des-
ignated authenticated members of the cattle farm. Meanwhile
the blockchain itself is used as a security tool, making full
use of the hash of the pertinent data to keep the information
secure and reliable.

When it comes to accessibility, blockchain technology offers
two separate options, public and private blockchains. The main
difference between them is the decision to accept/reject the
entrance of users in the chain without permission, as given in
[15]. Bitcoin as an example, is a public blockchain, meaning
that anyone accesses the chain, with no necessity for some kind
of authority to “accept” them [16]. In this paper, we present a
private blockchain. The motivation for this decision was made
based on the fact that this project is being realized with the
purpose of assisting ranchers to better control their own stock.
Meaning that the need for public access to the data is limited
outside of the authenticated users to the private blockchain.

In this research, the data available to us for analysis and
study is the same data that is already being used in today’s ex-
isting systems. This makes the feasibility and implementation
probability high of the results. The data in use for this research
will be stored remotely in a database on a cloud server. The
format of the data can be seen in Table I.

TABLE II: Cattle Productive Life

DATE PRODUCTION AGE
(days)

WEIGHT
(kilos) HERD

21/09
2016 Beef 0 35 25

18/03
2017 Beef 179 132 09

15/06
2017 Beef 268 193 09

05/09
2017 Beef 350 188 50

21/11
2017 Beef 427 150 50

11/05
2018 Beef 598 278 50

23/11
2018 Beef 794 281 50

11/05
2019 Beef 963 382 50

16/05
2019 Beef 1333 455 27



Fig. 5: Hash Code Comparison

Fig. 6: Data Flowchart

In Table I, it can be seen that the information stored is shown
as a type of log. It is important to have access to information
in this format to ensure traceability, enabling the administrator
to have a quick understanding of what has been done and
changed on the database. This information is important for
defining each and every cattle as individuals to the responsible
personnel, guaranteeing that the animal goes through all the
necessary procedures.

In Table II, we see how the information about cattle is
stored. As is shown, DATE is the same as the one inserted
on table I when the user makes any update. PRODUCTION
defines the destination of the cow, like beef for consumption,

Dairy for production of milk and dairy products, or Nursing
for calf raising. AGE and WEIGHT are recorded in days and
kilograms respectively and HERD informs the herd in which
the subject is being kept.

The way blockchain ensures that this information is correct
is through the usage of hash codes. As seen in Fig.5 each
block on the blockchain contains a hash code, and this code
is the same as the one in the block that comes before. This is
important because using these codes, we can verify if the new
information being added to the chain is correct or not.

The hash code is formed based on input offered by the
block it belongs to and other information characteristics of



the blockchain, so whenever a new block is added, it is going
to create a new hash, and this code is going to be compared
with the hash of the remaining blocks, if the code is correct,
the block will be added and the information will have been
verified, but if the code is wrong then the block will be
dismissed as an error of input or a fraud.

Formal Process

In this section, we present a step by step that needs to be
taken whenever someone, be it the administrator or another
user, intends to take any kind of action in the system. A
diagram can be seen in Fig.6. The main steps are as follows:

1. User login: The user enters their ID and the system will
automatically create a record, containing the date of access
and user info;

2. RFID tag scan: Once the information has been entered,
the user can then scan the RFID ear tag, identifying the animal;

3. Data is altered: With user, date, and animal identified the
information can be updated, be it weight, age, herd, etc. Once
the alterations are done, a block containing the information is
created and its hash code is validated;

4. Hash stored: After successful validation, the hash is
stored in the cloud server;

5. Hash code sent to local server: The blockchain sends
the hash code to the local server;

6. Access to the cloud: With a valid access code in hands
the saved on the local server can now be stored in the cloud,
becoming accessible to other party members.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Nowadays the internet is easily accessible to many, however,
in rural areas it is still underdeveloped and expansive, not
being cost-efficient for most farmers to install it over a large
area. To solve this problem we will implement an offline sync
function where a user will be able to alter data on devices
offline [17]. When a network connection is established to the
database, the device will sync with the cloud and apply the
changes made while offline. However in the case of conflicting
data, altered the same day or in a predetermined time frame,
the admin will receive a notification to verify the altered data
and make the appropriate changes.

V. CONCLUSION

Blockchain is still a technology in its infancy, as such we are
continuously finding new ways to apply it to our society and
lifestyle. With this research, we are trying to take advantage
of its characteristics and credibility it creates to make it so
cattle farms in Brazil start to take steps into a more functional
and technologically invested future. The dated infrastructure
currently in rural livestock infrastructure makes blockchain
technology an interesting advancement worth further inves-
tigation motivated through our initial work presented here.
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